INTRODUCING
ARISTON NEW GAS HOBS
Empower yourself in the kitchen

WHY
CHOOSE
ARISTON
GAS
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WHY
CHOOSE
ARISTON
GAS HOBS?
Ariston Gas Hobs offer you
superior safety compliance &
assurance.

1. 100% ignition rate ensures
that flames will always
come on once burner is
ignited, preventing gas
leak and potential fire or
explosion risk.
2. High quality Flame Failure
Device (FFD) which
guarantees extensive
usage of more than 10,000
times and safeguards
against gas leak.
3. Thickened stainless steel
material to prevent liquid
leakage into hob which
helps prolong lifespan and
durability of hob for longer
usage and minimized
replacement.
4. Durable valve that is
able to withstand wide
range of temperature,
with guaranteed usage of
more than 20,000 times,
meaning reduced needs
for maintenance.
5. Our proprietary test
ensures hob components
are non combustible
even in the event of
a fire, preventing fire
from spreading out thus
enhancing user safety and
protection.
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Create culinary magic in your kitchen with our high efficiency 4.5kW
burners. Enhanced with a safety valve to prevent accidental gas leakage,
you have one thing less to worry about while cooking. Featuring SCHOTT
glass cooktop, multi-cut size and extra stability for wok cooking, this versatile
design will certainly make your cooking experience a delightful one.

SAFETY
Engineered with a safety valve that cuts off the gas supply to prevent gas leakage when the flame is accidentally blown out.

SEALED TOP SHEET
Ariston gas hobs are with sealed top
sheet to prevent spillage into the gas hob,
ensuring safety and easy maintenance of
appliance.

GAS SECURITY VALVE
Ariston gas hobs are engineered with gas
security valve which shuts off the gas supply
30 seconds after the flame has been cut off. It
prevents gas leakage in cases such as when
the wind extinguishes the flame or when the
burner has not been properly turned off.

FIXED BRASS CONNECTOR GAS HOSE
The gas hose is firmly secured via a high quality
and durable brass connector to prevent accidental
damage.

Gas Injection
Burner Cap

Thermocouple
Spark plug
Burner holder

DURABILITY
An elegant durable glass cooktop that is able to withstand time, high heat and hard knocks. Not only that, it also makes cleaning
exceptionally easy!
8MM SCHOTT GLASS
An environmental friendly innovation, this high
quality SCHOTT glass cooktop is resistant to
hard knocks and high temperature. Cleaning
is exceptionally easy.

CAST IRON WOK ADAPTOR AND PAN SUPPORT
To facilitate various styles of cooking, the cast iron
wok adaptor and pan support provide flexibility to
accommodate a wider range of cooking utensils.

PERFORMANCE
Our powerful gas hobs are designed with high heat efficiency, enabling even heat distribution so you can be assured a superior
cooking result.
4.5KW HIGH POWER BRASS BURNER
Our Gas Hobs are engineered with powerful
4.5kW brass burner that provides heat
retention and distributes heat more evenly
to ensure superior cooking results. Due to
its high melting point, the brass burners
are able to withstand high temperature
up to 980°C, making them resistant to
deformation. Additionally, our burners
emit less CO, helping you contribute to
environmental protection.

INDEPENDENT SIMMERING DOUBLE RING BURNER
Smart design that looks good and functions even
better. The double ring burner allows better heat
distribution and more precise control of inner and
outer flames. Its independent simmer flame control
was created to suit every cooking style.

FLEXIBILITY
Our multi cut-out design not only allows you to custom your ideal hob size, they are also coupled with steadfast support for
various cookware.
MULTI CUT-OUT SIZE
Ariston hobs are designed to integrate
effortlessly into your life. You may use our
multi cut-out to freely adjust the width and
height to fit the existing hob cut-out in your
kitchen. Now, you’re part of the Ariston
family.

UNIVERSAL PAN SUPPORT
Creating a secure and safe platform for cookware
of all sizes such as small pans or espresso makers
reducing chances of dangerous spills.

Description

TH 721 D22 B

Hob typology

TH 731 D2/A B

TH 931 D2/A B

Gas on Glass

Gas on Glass

Gas on Glass

SCHOTT Glass

SCHOTT Glass

SCHOTT Glass

Hob Front

Hob Front

Hob Front

Type of grids

Open

Open

Open

Knob number

2

3

3

Metallic

Metallic

Metallic

Glass type
Location of control panel
MAIN SPECS

Knob color
Gas burner cap
Pan support material

Brass

Brass

Brass

Cast iron

Cast iron

Cast iron

Pan support number

2

3

3

Wok support material

Cast iron

Cast iron

Cast iron

Wok support number

1

1

1

Univerisal pan support

1

1

1

Yes

Yes

Yes
LPG or TG or NG

Safety device for gas
Gas type

LPG or TG

LPG or TG or NG

Gas connection rating kW with LPG

9.00

11

11

Gas connection rating kW with TG

9.00

11.3

11.3

Gas connection rating kW with NG
Ignition type
Ignition system

-

10.7

10.7

Knob

Knob

Knob

Yes

Yes

Yes

131 mm

131 mm

131 mm

4500

4500

4500

Double ring

Double ring

Double ring

COOKING ZONES
Left middle dimension
Left middle power

(mm)
(W)

Left middle type
Mid rear dimension
Mid rear power

(mm)
(W)

77.6mm

77.6mm

LPG = 2000 or TG=2300 or NG=1700

LPG = 2000 or TG=2300or NG=1700

Mid rear type
Right middle dimension
Right middle power

(mm)
(W)

Right middle type

Auxiliary

Auxiliary

131 mm

131 mm

131 mm

4500

4500

4500

Double ring

Double ring

Double ring

TECHNICAL FEATURES AND DIMENSIONS
Height x width x depth

(mm)

62 x 760 x 450

62 x 760 x 450

62 x 860 x 500

Build-in hole w x d

(mm)

(670-725) x (370-410)

(670-725) x (370-410)

(670-825) x (370-435)

Gross weight

(Kg)

17.57

19.02

23.02

Net weight

(Kg)

15.71

17.13

20.28

(mm)

200 x 820 x 520

200 x 820 x 520

200 x 940 x 570

TH 721 D22 B/LPG 4897068761754

TH 731 D2/A B/LPG 4897068761358

TH 931 D2/A B/LPG 4897068761419

TH 721 D22 B/TG 4897068761761

TH 731 D2/A B/NG 4897068761365

TH 931 D2/A B/NG 4897068761426

TH 731 D2/A B/TG 4897068761372

TH 931 D2/A B/TG 4897068761433

Packaging h x w x d

EAN code

45

0

mi

5

25
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37

6
0-4

10

5

25

-7
70

37

6
0-4

10

0

86

mi

n8

50

0

0

76

mi

n8

45

0

0

76

n8

5

25

0-8

67

37

0-4

35

